Abstract. We identify a strong stability condition on minimal submanifolds that implies uniqueness and dynamical stability properties. In particular, we prove a uniqueness theorem and a C 1 dynamical stability theorem of the mean curvature flow for minimal submanifolds that satisfy this condition. The latter theorem states that the mean curvature flow of any other submanifold in a C 1 neighborhood of such a minimal submanifold exists for all time, and converges exponentially to the minimal one. This extends our previous uniqueness and stability theorem [18] which applies only to calibrated submanifolds of special holonomy ambient manifolds.
Introduction
In our previous work [18] , we study the uniqueness and C 1 dynamical stability of calibrated submanifolds in manifolds of special holonomy with explicitly constructed Riemannian metrics. The result is extended to minimal submanifolds of general Riemannian manifolds in this paper. The assumption for the uniqueness and dynamical stability theorem is identified as a strongly stable condition which implies the stability of the minimal submanifold in the usual sense of the second variation of the volume functional. Recall that the mean curvature flow is the negative gradient flow of the volume functional. It is thus natural to ask whether a local minimizer (a stable minimal submanifold) of the volume functional is stable under the mean curvature flow. Such a question of great generality has been addressed in the celebrated work of L. Simon [14] : when is a local minimizer dynamically stable under the gradient flow, i.e. does the gradient flow of a small perturbation of a local minimizer still converge back to the local minimizer? The question in the context of [14] concerns a nonlinear parabolic system defined on a compact manifold, and it was proved that the analyticity of the functional and the smallness in C 2 norm are sufficient for the validity of the dynamical stability. The question we addressed here corresponds to the specialization to the volume functional of compact submanifolds. A natural measurement of the distance between two submanifolds is the C 1 (or Lipschitz) norm, which (i) M is any Riemannian manifold of negative sectional curvature and Σ a totally geodesic submanifold; (ii) M is any Kähler manifold and Σ is a complex submanifold whose normal bundle has positive holomorphic curvature. (iii) M is any Calabi-Yau manifold and Σ is a special Lagrangian with positive Ricci curvature;
(iv) M is any G 2 manifold and Σ is a coassociative submanifold with positive definite
For example (i), the strong stability can be checked directly. The examples (ii), (iii), and (iv) will be explained in §3.2 and Appendix A.
We now state the main results of this paper. The first one says that a strongly stable minimal submanifold is rather unique.
Theorem A. Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold which is strongly stable in the sense of (3.2). Then there exists a tubular neighborhood U of Σ such that Σ is the only compact minimal submanifold in U with dimension no less than n.
The second one is on the dynamical stability of a strongly stable minimal submanifold.
Theorem B. Let Σ ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold which is strongly stable in the sense of (3.2). If Γ is a submanifold that is close to Σ in C 1 , the mean curvature flow Γ t with Γ 0 = Γ exists for all time, and Γ t converges to Σ smoothly as t → ∞.
Denote by N Σ the normal bundle of Σ in M . The metric g and its Levi-Civita connection induce a bundle metric (also denoted by ·, · ) and a metric connection for N Σ. The bundle connection on N Σ will be denoted by ∇ ⊥ .
In the following discussion, we are going to choose a local orthonormal frame {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } for T M near a point p ∈ Σ such that the restriction of {e 1 , · · · , e n } on Σ is an oriented frame for T Σ and the restrictions of {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } is a frame for N Σ. The indexes i, j, k range from 1 to n, the indexes α, β, γ range from n + 1 to n + m, the indexes A, B, C range from 1 to n + m, and repeated indexes are summed.
The convention of the Riemann curvature tensor is R(e C , e D )e B = ∇ e C ∇ e D e B − ∇ e D ∇ e C e B − ∇ [e C ,e D ] e B , R ABCD = R(e A , e B , e C , e D ) = R(e C , e D )e B , e A .
What follows are some basic properties of the geometry of a submanifold. The details can be found in, for example [6, ch. 6] . In terms of the frame, denote (∇ e i II)(e j , e k , e α ) by h αjk;i , and (2.1) is equivalent to that R αkij = h αjk;i − h αik;j . 
2.2.
Geodesic coordinate and geodesic frame. For any p ∈ Σ, we can construct a "partial" geodesic coordinate and a geodesic frame on a neighborhood of p in M as follows:
(i) Choose an oriented, orthonormal basis {e 1 , · · · , e n } for T p Σ. The map
parametrizes an open neighborhood of p in Σ, where exp Σ is the exponential map of the induced metric on Σ. For any x of unit length, the curve γ(t) = F 0 (tx) is called a radial geodesic on Σ (at p). By using ∇ Σ to parallel transport {e 1 , · · · , e n } along these radial geodesics, we get a local orthonormal frame for T Σ on a neighborhood of p in Σ. The frame is still denoted by {e 1 , · · · , e n }. (ii) Choose an orthonormal basis {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } for N p Σ. By using ∇ ⊥ to parallel transport {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } along radial geodesics on Σ, we obtain a local orthonormal frame for N Σ on a neighborhood of p in Σ. This frame is still denoted by {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m }.
It is clear that {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } is a local orthonormal frame for
parametrizes an open neighborhood of p in M . The map exp is the exponential map of (M, g). For any y of unit length, the curve σ(t) = F (x, ty) = exp F 0 (x) (ty) is called a normal geodesic for Σ ⊂ M . (iv) For any x, step (ii) gives an orthonormal basis {e 1 , · · · , e n+m } for T F (x,0) M . By using ∇ to parallel transport it along normal geodesics, we have an orthonormal frame for T M on a neighborhood of p in M . This frame is again denoted by {e 1 , · · · , e n+m }.
The freedom in the above construction is the choice of {e 1 , · · · , e n } and {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } at p, which is SO(n) × O(m). A particular choice will be made later on.
Remark 2.1. We will consider the curves s → exp Σ p (x i e i +se j ) and s → exp F 0 (x) (y β e β +se α ) in the following discussion. They will be abbreviated as F 0 (x+se j ) and F (x, y+se α ), respectively. Remark 2.2. The frames {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } are constructed by parallel transport along radial geodesics on Σ and then normal geodesic for Σ. They are indeed smooth. We briefly explain the smoothness of {e 1 , · · · , e n } on a neighborhood of p in Σ. Write e i = S ij (x) ∂ ∂x j . The smoothness of the frame is equivalent to the smoothness of S ij (x). Let Γ l jk (x) be the Christoffel
The Christoffel symbols Γ l jk (x) are smooth functions. Since e i is parallel along radial geodesics,
In other words, [S ij (ξ)] is the solution to the ODE system dS dt = F (S, t, ξ) at t = 1 with identity as the initial condition. Therefore, S ij (ξ) is smooth in ξ.
2.2.1. The tubular neighborhood U ε and the distance function. Definition 2.3. For any δ > 0, let U δ be the image of {V ∈ N Σ | |V | < δ} under the exponential map along Σ. By the implicit function theorem, there exists ε > 0, which is determined by the geometry of Σ and M , such that the following statements hold for U ε :
(1) The map exp : {V ∈ N Σ | |V | < 2ε} → U 2ε is a diffeomorphism.
(2) There exist the local coordinate system (x 1 , · · · x n , y n+1 , · · · y n+m ) and the frame {e 1 , · · · , e n+m } constructed in the last subsection.
(3) The function α (y α ) 2 is a well-defined smooth function on U ε .
(4) On U ε , the square root of α (y α ) 2 is the distance function to Σ.
(5) For any q ∈ U ε , there exists a unique p ∈ Σ such that there is a unique normal geodesic in U ε connecting p and q.
We now analyze the gradient of the function α (y α ) 2 . To avoid confusion, let
be constant vectors. Consider the normal geodesic σ(t) = F (ξ, tη); its tangent vector field is σ ′ (t) = η α ∂ ∂y α . On the other hand, σ ′ (0) is also equal to η α e α , and η α e α is defined and parallel along σ(t). Thus, η α ∂ ∂y α = η α e α on σ(t). Since the y-coordinate of σ(t) is tη, we find that
By modifying the standard geodesic argument [4, p.4-9] , the vector field y α ∂ ∂y α | σ(t) is half of the gradient vector field of α (y α ) 2 . In addition, note that (2.4) implies that y α ∂ ∂y α , y α ∂ ∂y α = α (y α ) 2 . The Gauss lemma implies that y α ∂ ∂y α , s β ∂ ∂y β = 0 if α y α s α = 0. By considering the first variational formula of the one-parameter family of geodesics σ(t, s) = exp F 0 (ξ+se j ) (tη), one finds that y α ∂ ∂y α , ∂ ∂x j = 0. It follows from these relations that
For a locally defined smooth function near p, the following lemma establishes its expansion in terms of the coordinate system constructed above.
Lemma 2.4. Let U ε be a neighborhood of p ∈ Σ in M as in Definition 2.3 with the coordinate system (x, y) = (x 1 , · · · x n , y n+1 , · · · y n+m ) and the frame {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · e n+m }. Then, any smooth function f (x, y) on U ε has the following expansion:
for some constant c determined by the C 2 -norm of f and the geometry of M and Σ.
Proof. Let q ∈ U ε be any point. To avoid confusion, denote the coordinate of q by (ξ, η), where ξ ∈ R n and η ∈ R m are regarded as constant vectors. Let q 0 ∈ Σ be the point with normal coordinate (ξ, 0), and consider the radial geodesic on Σ joining q 0 and p, σ 0 (t) = F 0 (tξ). Applying Taylor's theorem on f (σ 0 (t)) gives
Since σ ′ 0 (t) = ξ i e i , we find that
Next, consider the normal geodesic joining q and q 0 , σ(t) = F (ξ, tη). Remember that σ ′ (t) = η α e α . By considering f (σ(t)),
Putting these together finishes the proof of this lemma.
The expansions of coordinate vector fields.
Lemma 2.5. Let U ε be a neighborhood of p ∈ Σ in M as in Definition 2.3 with the coordinate system (x, y) = (x 1 , · · · x n , y n+1 , · · · y n+m ) and the frame {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · e n+m }. Write 
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.4 to these locally defined functions.
By construction,
With a similar argument as that for (2.4), x i ∂ ∂x i = x i e i on Σ ∩ U ε . It follows that
Differentiating the above equation first with respect to x i and then with respect to x k , and then evaluating at p which has x ℓ = 0 for all ℓ, we obtain
On the other hand, it follows from the construction that (∇ Σ e j )| p = 0, and
Hence, ∂ ∂x k ∂ ∂x i , e j is zero at p. Since e j is parallel with respect to ∇ along normal geodesics, (∇ eα e j )| p = 0. It follows that
where the third equality follows from the fact that Since ∇ eν e j = 0, the above two terms are always equal to each other, and thus both vanish.
For ∂ ∂y µ , e β , it follows from the construction that ∂ ∂y µ , e β = δ µβ on Σ ∩ U ε . According to (2.4), y µ = y ν ∂ ∂y ν , e µ . By a similar argument as that for
∂y µ , e β also vanishes at p.
The expansions of connection coefficients.
Proposition 2.6. Let U ε be a neighborhood of p ∈ Σ in M as in Definition 2.3 with the coordinate system (x, y) = (x 1 , · · · x n , y n+1 , · · · y n+m ) and the frame {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · e n+m }. Let
A (e C )ω C be the connection 1-forms of the frame fields on U ε , where
is the dual coframe of
. Then, at a point q ∈ U ε with coordinates (x, y), θ B
A (e C ), considered as locally defined multi-indexed functions, has the following expansions:
where
, R αβγi p , R αβδγ p all represent the evaluation of the corresponding tensors at p and with respect to the frame fields
Proof. Since the restriction of the frame {e i } n i=1 on Σ is parallel with respect to ∇ Σ along the radial geodesics, x k θ j i (e k ) (x,0) = 0 for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It follows that
By taking the partial derivative in x l and evaluating at p = (0, 0), we find that
Similarly, since the restriction of {e µ } n+m µ=n+1 on Σ is parallel with respect to ∇ ⊥ along radial geodesics, x k θ ν µ (e k ) (x,0) = 0 for any µ, ν ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + m}. It follows that θ ν µ (e k ) p = 0 and (2.15)
is parallel with respect to ∇ along normal geodesics, y µ θ B A (e µ ) = 0 and it follows that
By taking partial derivatives,
and {e i } n i=1 are both bases for T Σ. Therefore,
By construction, ∂ ∂y µ = e µ on Σ, and thus
In terms of the connection 1-forms, the components of the Riemann curvature tensor are
With these preparations, we proceed to prove all the expansion formulae:
(The expansion of θ j i (e k )) It follows from (2.13) that the zeroth order term is zero. By (2.14), the coefficient of x l in the expansion is
Note that for R Σ αβji , all the indices of summation in (2.21) go from 1 to n. Due to (2.19) , the coefficient of y α in the expansion is
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(The expansion of θ j i (e β )) By (2.17), the zeroth order term is zero, and the coefficient of x l in the expansion is zero. According to (2.20) , the coefficient of y α in the expansion is
Due to (2.13) and (2.15), the last three terms vanish at p. It follows that e k (II(e i , e j , e α ))| p is equal to h αij;k | p .
The coefficient of y β is e β (θ α i (e j )| p . By (2.19) and (2.17),
(The expansion of θ α i (e β )) According to (2.17), the zeroth order term is zero, and the coefficient of x l in the expansion is zero. By (2.20) and (2.17),
(The expansion of θ α β (e i )) By (2.15), the zeroth order term vanishes. With (2.16), (2.15) and (2.13),
Note that for R ⊥ αβji , the index of summation in the third term of (2.21) goes from n + 1 to n + m, and the indices of summation in the last two terms of (2.21) go from 1 to n. By (2.19), (2.17) and (2.15),
(The expansion of θ α β (e γ )) Due to (2.17), θ α β (e γ ) vanishes on Σ ∩ U ε . According to (2.20) and (2.17),
This finishes the proof of this proposition.
2.2.4.
Horizontal and vertical subspaces. For any q ∈ U ε ⊂ M , there exists a unique p ∈ Σ such that there is a unique normal geodesic inside U ε connecting q and p. Any tensor defined on Σ can be extended to U ε by parallel transport of ∇ along normal geodesics. Here are some notions that will be used in this paper.
The parallel transport of T Σ along normal geodesics defines an n-dimensional distribution of T M | Uε , which is called the horizontal distribution, and is denoted by H. Its orthogonal complement in T M is called the vertical distribution, and is denoted by V. It is clear that H = span{e 1 , · · · , e n } and V = span{e n+1 , · · · , e n+m }. The parallel transport of the volume form of Σ along normal geodesics defines an n-form on U ε , which is denoted by Ω. Let {ω 1 , · · · , ω n , ω n+1 , · · · , ω n+m } be the dual coframe of {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · , e n+m }. In terms of the coframe,
For any q ∈ U ε and any oriented n-plane L ⊂ T q M , consider the orthogonal projection onto V q , π V , and the evaluation of Ω on L. Suppose that Ω(L) > 0. By the singular value decomposition, there exist oriented orthonormal basis {e 1 , · · · , e n } for H q , orthonormal basis {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } for V q and angles φ 1 , · · · , φ n ∈ [0, π/2) such that
constitutes an oriented, orthonormal basis for L. If n > m, φ j is set to be zero for j > m. It follows that
and the operator norm of π V is
Remark 2.7. The construction (2.23) works for Ω(L) = 0 as well, and some of the angles would be π/2. The formulae (2.24) and (2.25) remain valid. We briefly explain this linear-algebraic construction. Consider the orthogonal projection onto
The basis (2.23) is constructed by applying the singular value decomposition to this linear map together with an orthonormal basis for L V .
It is easy to see that the orthogonal complement of L has the following orthonormal basis:
where φ α = φ α−n . If m > n, φ α is set to be zero for α > 2n. The following estimates will be needed later, and are straightforward to come by:
for any i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and α, β ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + m}.
The above estimates are the zeroth order estimate. For the first and third inequalities of (2.28), a more refined version will also be needed. It follows from (2.23) and (2.26) that
According to (2.23) and (2.26),
Hence, Suppose that V is a normal vector field on Σ. There are two linear operators on N Σ in the second variation formula. The first one is the partial Ricci operator defined by
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor of (M, g). The second one is basically the norm-square of the second fundamental form along V . The shape operator along V is a symmetric map from T Σ to itself, and is defined by
for any tangent vectors X and Y of Σ. By regarding S as a map from N Σ to Sym 2 (T Σ), define
where S t : Sym 2 (T Σ) → N Σ is the transpose map of S.
With this understanding, the second variation of the volume functional in the direction of V is
Therefore, Σ is stable if and only if (∇ ⊥ ) * ∇ ⊥ +R−A is a positive operator. Note that (∇ ⊥ ) * ∇ ⊥ is always non-negative definite, and R − A is a linear map on N Σ. Hence, the positivity of R − A is a condition easier to check, and implies the stability of Σ.
) is said to be strongly stable if R − A is a (pointwise) positive operator on N Σ.
In terms of the notations introduced in §2.1, Σ is strongly stable if there exists a constant c 0 > 0 such that
In particular, for a hypersurface Σ, the condition is
where ν is a unit normal and |A| 2 = i,j h 2 ij .
Proof of Proposition A.
It is easy to see that (3.2) holds for a totally geodesic submanifold in a manifold with negative sectional curvature. When the geometry has special properties, the condition (3.2) is equivalent to some natural curvature condition on the minimal submanifold. 
where {e 1 , · · · , e p , f 1 , · · · , f p } is an orthonormal frame for T Σ with f i = Je i . In other words, the normal bundle curvature contracting with ω Σ is positive definite. It implies that the normal bundle of Σ admits no non-trivial holomorphic cross section. 
where Ric L is the Ricci curvature of g| L . For completeness, the derivation is included in Appendix A.1. We remark that when c < 0, a minimal Lagrangian is always stable. That is to say, the second variation (3.1) is strictly positive for any non-identically zero V ; see [5, 13] .
A case of particular interest is special Lagrangians in a Calabi-Yau manifold; see [8, §III] . The constant c = 0 for a Calabi-Yau manifold, and the strong stability condition (3. 3.3. The Codazzi equation on a minimal submanifold. Suppose that Σ is a minimal submanifold. Choose a local orthonormal frame {e 1 , · · · , e n+m } such that the restriction of {e 1 , · · · , e n } on Σ are tangent to Σ and the restriction of {e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } to Σ are normal to Σ. Consider the following equation on Σ:
Since the mean curvature vanishes, the first and third terms are zero. For the second term, ∇ Σ e j e i , e k is skew-symmetric in i and k, and h αki is symmetric in i and k. Hence, the second term is also zero. By combining it with the Codazzi equation (2.1),
(3.5)
The convexity of ψ and a local uniqueness theorem of minimal submanifolds
Suppose that Σ is a minimal submanifold in (M, g) and consider the function ψ = α (y α ) 2 on the tubular neighborhood U ε of Σ as in §2.2.1. Similar to [18] , the strong stability of Σ is closely related to the positivity of the trace of Hess(ψ) over an n-dimensional subspace.
Proposition 4.1. Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold that is strongly stable in the sense of (3.2). There exist positive constants ε 1 and c which depend on the geometry of M and Σ and which have the following property. For any q ∈ U ε 1 and any oriented n-plane
where s(L) is defined by (2.25).
Proof. Let p ∈ Σ be the point such that there is a normal geodesic in U ε connecting p and q. To calculate Hess(ψ), take the frame {e 1 , · · · , e n , e n+1 , · · · , e n+m } constructed in §2.2. Let {ω 1 , · · · , ω n , ω n+1 , · · · , ω n+m } be the dual coframe. According to (2.4) and (2.5), dψ = 2y α ω α , and thus e j (ψ) ≡ 0. By (2.11), Hess(ψ)(e i , e j ) = e i (e j (ψ)) − (∇ e i e j )(ψ) = −2y
By (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12),
Hess(ψ)(e α , e β ) = e α (e β (ψ)) − (∇ eα e β )(ψ) = 2e α (y
We choose the frame so that L has an oriented, orthonormal basis of the form (2.23) and evaluate tr L Hess(ψ); note that all the x j -coordinate of q are zero: tr L Hess(ψ) = j Hess(ψ)(cos φ j e j + sin φ j e n+j , cos φ j e j + sin φ j e n+j ) = j 2 cos
for some c ′ > 0. By using the strong stability condition (3.2), this finishes the proof of the proposition.
By the same argument as in [18] , the convexity of ψ implies the following local uniqueness theorem of minimal submanifolds near Σ. Theorem 4.2. (Theorem A) Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact minimal submanifold which is strongly stable in the sense of (3.2). Then, there exists a tubular neighborhood U of Σ such that any compact minimal submanifold Γ in U with dim Γ ≥ n must be contained in Σ. In other words, Σ is the only compact minimal submanifold in U with dimension no less than n.
Proof. It basically follows from [18, Lemma 5.1] and Proposition 4.1. The only point to check is that the estimate of Proposition 4.1 holds for dimension greater than n. Namely, it remains to show that for any q ∈ U ε 1 and anyn-planeL ⊂ T q M withn > n, trL Hess(ψ) ≥ c 0 for some positive constant c 0 .
The argument is similar to Remark 2.7. Pick an (n − n)-subspace of ker(π H :
The dimension of L is n. By Proposition 4.1 and (4.2), the trace of the Hessian of ψ overL has the following lower bound:
Thus, the quantity is positive when ψ(q) is sufficiently small. Remark 4.3. In this rigidity theorem, it is not hard to see that the minimal submanifold Σ needs not to be orientable. However, in order to have ψ to be well-defined on a tubular neighborhood, Σ has to be embedded.
Further estimates needed for the stability theorem
From now on, Σ is taken to be a strongly stable minimal submanifold and we see in the last section that the distance function ψ to Σ defined on U ε satisfies a convexity condition.
To study the dynamical stability of mean curvature flows near Σ, we need to measure how close a nearby submanifold is to Σ. The distance function ψ gives such a measurement in C 0 . In order to obtain measurements in higher derivatives, we extend the volume form and the second fundamental form of Σ to the tubular neighborhood U ε . In particular, in §2.2.4, the volume form of Σ is extended to an n-form Ω on U ε . The restriction of Ω to another n-dimensional submanifold Γ, which is denoted by * Ω, measures how close Γ is to Σ in C 1 . The evolution equation of * Ω along the mean curvature flow plays an essential role for the estimates. The equation naturally involves the restriction of the covariant derivatives/second covariant derivatives of Ω on Γ. In this section, we derive estimates of these quantities in preparation for the proof of the stability theorem.
5.1. Extension of auxiliary tensors to U ε . We adopt the frame and coordinate constructed in §2.
The second fundamental form of Σ can also be extended to U ε by parallel transport along normal geodesics, as explained in §2.2.4. Denote the extension by II Σ , which, in terms of the frames, is given by
In other words, for any q ∈ U ε , h αij (q) = h αij (p) where p ∈ Σ is the unique point such that there is a normal geodesic in U ε connecting p and q, see Definition 2.3. To avoid introducing more notations, we use the metric g to lower the indices of II Σ , and then II Σ = h αij e i ⊗ e j ⊗ e α .
Suppose that Γ is an oriented, n-dimensional submanifold in U ε ⊂ M with Ω(Γ) > 0. With the above extension, we can compare the second fundamental form of Γ with that of Σ. For any q ∈ Γ, choose a local orthonormal frame {ẽ 1 , · · · ,ẽ n ,ẽ n+1 , · · · ,ẽ n+m } on a neighborhood of q in M such that the restriction of {ẽ 1 , · · · ,ẽ n } on Γ form an oriented frame for T Γ, and the restriction of {ẽ n+1 , · · · ,ẽ n+m } on Γ form a frame for N Γ. With this, the second fundamental form of Γ is
As explained in §2.2.4, we may assume that these frames are of the form (2.23) and (2.26) at q. The inverse transform reads e j = cos φ jẽj − sin φ jẽn+j and e α = sin φ αẽα−n + cos φ αẽα .
( 5.3)
It follows that
Hence,
In the above expression, h αij (p) depends only on p ∈ Σ, while φ i , φ α , andh αij all depend on q ∈ Γ.
We extend another tensor which is related to the strong stability condition (3.2). Consider the parallel transport of the following tensor on Σ along normal geodesics:
which is considered to be defined on U ε . Pairing the last component with ∇ψ/2 produces a tensor of the same type as II Σ , which is denoted by S Σ :
where p ∈ Σ is the point such that there is a unique normal geodesic in U ε connecting p and q. Similarly,
Again in the above expression, R αiβj (p) + k (h αik h βjk )(p) depends only on p ∈ Σ, while φ i , φ α ,y β , andh αij all depend on q ∈ Γ.
In the rest of this subsection, we assume Ω(T q Γ) > We assume that T q Γ has an oriented frame of the form (2.23), and N q Γ has a frame of the form (2.26). Since Ω(T q Γ) > 1 2 , it follows from (2.24) that cos φ j ≥ cos φ 1 · · · cos φ n > 1 2 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} .
A direct computation shows that
Suppose that s in (2.25) is achieved at φ 1 , and then
On the other hand,
for some dimensional constant c(n).
Applying the estimate (5.8) to (5.5) and (5.7), we obtain
for some constant c depending on the geometry of Σ and M .
5.2.
Estimates involving the derivatives of Ω. In this subsection, we derive estimates that involve derivatives of Ω, which are needed in the proof of Theorem B. In the following three lemmas, we estimate quantities that appear naturally in the evolution equation of * Ω (6.1).
Let Γ be an n-dimensional submanifold in the tubular neighborhood of Σ. The function * Ω is the Hodge star of Ω| Γ with respect to the induced metric on Γ, and is the same as Ω(T q Γ). We assume throughout this subsection that * Ω(q) > 1 2 for any q ∈ Γ. For each q ∈ Γ, let p ∈ Σ be the point such that there is a unique normal geodesic in U ε connecting p and q; see Definition 2.3. We use the coordinate and frame constructed in §2.1 to carry out the computation. Moreover, we assume that T q Γ has an oriented frame of the form (2.23), and N q Γ has a frame of the form (2.26). For q ∈ Γ, ψ(q) is a C 0 order quantity. * Ω(q) and s(q) are both C 1 order quantities that depend on the tangent space T q Γ at q, where s(q) = s(T q Γ) is defined in (2.25). 
The covariant derivative of Ω is
Lemma 5.1. Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold. Then, there exist a positive constant c which depends on the geometry of M and Σ and which has the following property. Suppose that Γ ⊂ U ε is an oriented n-dimensional submanifold with * Ω(q) > 1 2 for any q ∈ Γ. Then,
The summation is indeed a contraction between II Γ and ∇Ω, and is independent of the choice of the orthonormal frame.
Proof. By (5.14),
According to (2.11), (2.23) and the fact that the x j -coordinates of q are all zero,
at q. Combining this with (5.8) and (5.11) finishes the proof of this lemma.
5.2.2.
The restriction of the second derivative of Ω to Γ. Since
the covariant derivative of (5.14) is
where ∇θ α i is the covariant derivative of a local section of T * M .
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Lemma 5.2. Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold. Then there exists a positive constant c which depends on the geometry of M and Σ and which has the following property. Suppose that Γ ⊂ U ε is an oriented n-dimensional submanifold with * Ω(q) > 1 2 for any q ∈ Γ. Then,
at any q ∈ Γ, where Rαkkj = R(ẽ k ,ẽ j )ẽ k ,ẽ α are components of the restriction of the curvature tensor of M along Γ. Note that the two summations are independent of the choice of the orthonormal frame.
Proof. We examine the components on the right hand side of (5.16). Due to (2.11) and (2.12),
for any i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and α, β ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + m}. With (5.15) and the third and fifth line of (2.28),
(5.18)
According to (5.15) and (5.8),
The next step is to compute ∇θ α i :
By (5.17) and (5.15), we have the following estimate at q:
Together with (2.11),
It follows from (2.11) and (2.8) that
where the norm on the left hand side is induced by the Riemannian metric g. 
It together with (2.30) and (5.8) gives that
It remains to calculate the second term in the asserted inequality of the lemma. By (2.29),
With (2.23), (2.26) and (5.8), Lemma 5.4. Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented minimal submanifold. Then, there exist a positive constant c which depends on the geometry of M and Σ and which has the following property. Suppose that Γ ⊂ U ε is an oriented n-dimensional submanifold with * Ω(q) > 1 2 for any q ∈ Γ. Then,
for any q ∈ Γ.
Proof. We compute
Note that the expression is tensorial, and we use the frame (2.23) and (2.26) to proceed.
Due to (5.14) and (2.30),
By (2.11) and (5.8), at q,
According to (2.29),
.
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To sum up,
By (5.2) and (5.4),
This completes the proof of this lemma.
Stability of the mean curvature flow
After the preparation in the last sections, we consider the mean curvature flow. We first recall the following proposition from [23, Proposition 3.1].
Proposition 6.1. Along the mean curvature flow
where ∆ Γt denotes the time-dependent Laplacian on Γ t ,Ω αβ3···n = Ω(ẽ α ,ẽ β ,ẽ 3 , · · · ,ẽ n ) etc., and Rαkk1 = R(ẽ k ,ẽ 1 )ẽ k ,ẽ α , etc. are the coefficients of the curvature operators of M .
When Ω is a parallel form in M , ∇Ω ≡ 0, this recovers an important formula in proving the long time existence result of the graphical mean curvature flow in [22] .
Proof of Theorem B.
A finite time singularity of the mean curvature flow happens exactly when the second fundamental becomes unbounded; see Huisken [9] , also [23] . The following theorem shows that if we start with a submanifold which is C 1 close to a strongly stable minimal submanifold Σ, then the mean curvature flow exists for all time, and converges smoothly to Σ. Theorem 6.2. (Theorem B) Let Σ n ⊂ (M, g) be a compact, oriented, strongly stable minimal submanifold. Then, there exist positive constants κ < < 1 and c which depend on the geometry of M and Σ and which have the following significance. Suppose that Γ ⊂ U ε is an oriented n-dimensional submanifold satisfying
Then, the mean curvature flow Γ t with Γ 0 = Γ exists for all t > 0. Moreover, sup q∈Γt |II t | ≤ c for any t > 0, where II t the second fundamental form of Γ t , and Γ t converges smoothly to Σ as t → ∞.
Proof. The constant κ will be chosen to be smaller than ε 2 and 1 2 ; its precise value will be determined later. Suppose that the condition (6.2) holds for all {Γ t } 0≤t<T .
Appendix A. Computations related to strong stability For minimal Lagrangians in a Kähler-Einstein manifold and coassociatives in a G 2 manifold, the condition (3.2) can be rewritten as a curvature condition on the submanifold. One ingredient is the geometric properties of U(n) and G 2 holonomy. Another ingredient is the Gauss equation:
A.1. Minimal Lagrangians in Kähler-Einstein manifolds. Let (M 2n , g, J, ω) be a Kähler-Einstein manifold, where J is the complex structure and ω is the Kähler form. Denote the Einstein constant by c; namely,
is Lagrangian if ω| L vanishes. It implies that J induces an isomorphism between its tangent bundle T L and normal bundle N L. In terms of the notations introduced in §2.1, the correspondence is
In particular, if {e 1 , · · · , e n } is an orthonormal frame for T L, {Je 1 , · · · , Je n } is an orthonormal frame for N L. Denote Je k by e J(k) , and let
Since J is parallel, it is easy to verify that C kij is totally symmetric. Now, suppose that L is also minimal. By using the correspondence (A.2), the strong stability condition (3.2) can be rewritten as follows.
The first equality uses the Kähler-Einstein condition. The second equality follows from the parallelity of J. The third equality uses the Gauss equation and the minimal condition. The last equality relies on the fact that C kij is totally symmetric. This computation says that (3.2) is equivalent to the condition that Ric L − c is a positive definite operator on T L.
A.2. Coassociative submanifolds in G 2 manifolds. In this case, the ambient space is 7-dimensional, and the submanifold is 4-dimensional.
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A.2.1. Four dimensional Riemannian geometry. The Riemann curvature tensor has a nice decomposition in 4 dimensions. What follows is a brief summary of the decomposition; readers are directed to [1] for more.
Let Σ be an oriented, 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold. The Riemann curvature tensor in general defines a self-adjoint transform on Λ 2 by
In 4 dimensions, Λ 2 decomposes into self-dual, Λ 2 + , and anti-self-dual part, Λ 2 − . In terms of the decomposition Λ 2 = Λ 2 + ⊕ Λ 2 − , the curvature map R has the form
Here, s = R Σ ijij is the scalar curvature, W ± is the self-dual and anti-self-dual part of the Weyl tensor, B is the traceless Ricci tensor, and I is the identity homomorphism.
With respect to the basis {e 1 ∧ e 2 − e 3 ∧ e 4 , e 1 ∧ e 3 + e 2 ∧ e 4 , e 1 ∧ e 4 − e 2 ∧ e 3 }, the lower-right block W − + A.2.2. G 2 geometry. A 7-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with G 2 holonomy can be characterized by the existence of a parallel, positive 3-form ϕ. A complete story can be found in [10, ch.11] . In terms of a local orthonormal coframe, the 3-form and its Hodge star are
where ω 123 is short for ω 1 ∧ ω 2 ∧ ω 3 . It is known that the holonomy is G 2 if and only if ∇ϕ = 0, which is also equivalent to dϕ = 0 = d * ϕ.
Remark A.1. There are two commonly used conventions for the 3-form; see [11] for instance. The convention here is the same as that in [12] ; the deformation of coassociatives will then be determined by anti-self-dual harmonic forms. If one use the convention in [10] , the deformation of coassociatives will be determined by self-dual harmonic forms. For instance, e 1 × e 2 = e 5 . Since ϕ and the metric tensor are both parallel, × is parallel as well.
As a consequence, R(e A , e B )(e 1 × e 2 ) = R(e A , e B )e 1 × e 2 + e 1 × R(e A , e B )e 2 ,
and its e 3 -component gives R 53AB − R 62AB − R 71AB = 0 for any A, B ∈ {1, . . . , 7}. In total, the parallelity of × leads to following seven identities:
(A.6)
These identities imply that a G 2 manifold is always Ricci flat.
A.2.3. Coassociative geometry. According to [8, §IV] , an oriented, 4-dimensional submanifold Σ of a G 2 manifold is said to be coassociative if * ϕ| Σ coincides with the volume form of the induced metric. Harvey and Lawson also proved that being coassociative is equivalent to that ϕ| Σ vanishes. Similar to the Lagrangian case, the normal bundle of a coassociative submanifold is canonically isomorphic to an intrinsic bundle. The following discussion is basically borrowed from [12, §4] .
Orthonormal frame. Suppose that Σ ⊂ M is coassociative. One can find a local orthonormal frame {e 1 , · · · , e 7 } such that {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } are tangent to Σ, {e 5 , e 6 , e 7 } are normal to Σ, and ϕ takes the form (A.5) in this frame. Here is a sketch of the construction. Start with a unit normal vector, e 5 , and a unit tangent vector, e 1 , of Σ. Let e 2 = e 5 × e 1 . Then, set e 3 to be a unit vector tangent to Σ and orthogonal to {e 1 , e 2 }. Finally, let e 4 = e 3 × e 5 , e 6 = e 1 × e 3 and e 7 = e 3 × e 2 .
Normal bundle and second fundamental form. The normal bundle of Σ is isomorphic to the bundle of anti-self-dual 2-forms of Σ via the following map:
(A.7)
In terms of the above frame, e 5 corresponds to ω 12 − ω 34 , e 6 corresponds to ω 13 + ω 24 , and e 7 corresponds to ω 14 − ω 23 .
As shown in [8] , a coassociative submanifold must be minimal. In fact, its second fundamental form has certain symmetry. For instance, h 51i = ∇ e i e 1 , e 5 = − e 1 , ∇ e i (e 6 × e 7 )
= − e 1 , (∇ e i e 6 ) × e 7 − e 1 , e 6 × (∇ e i e 7 )
= − e 4 , ∇ e i e 6 + e 3 , ∇ e i e 7 = h 64i − h 73i .
What follows are all the relations:
for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. These relations imply that the mean curvature vanishes. They can be encapsulated as j e j × II(e i , e j ) = 0. By using these relations, it is not hard to verify that (A.9) vanishes. Therefore, the strong stability condition (3.2) is equivalent to the positivity of −2W − + s 3 . As a final remark, this equivalence can also be seen by combining [12, Theorem 4.9] and the Weitzenböck formula [7, Appendix C] . Nevertheless it is nice to derive the equivalence directly by highlighting the geometry of G 2 .
